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1. General equations

Let us consider an elastic solid with a non-steady-state temperature field T (xr, f),
due to surface heating or the action of thermal sources. As a result displacements
ut, strain en and stress cry are produced in the body.

The stresses are connected with the strains by the relations

(1.1) Oi} = 2fj,ei3+dv(XeM~yT), y = (3A+2,u) at, i,j = l, 2, 3,

where X, fx are the Lame constants and at — the coefficient of thermal dilatation.
The relations between the strains and the displacements are

(1.2) B(} =i(Ui, j + U),t).

If, into the equations of motion

(1.3) ff«,4 = e«<, /,./== 1,2,3,

the stresses of (1.1) are inserted and expressed in tenns of displacements, we obtain
a system of three equations

(1.4) //Mi, **+(A-|-JK) «*, JM — yT,i = QUI.

The solution for m will be composed of two components: a particular integral u°
and the general integral u\, where u°{ can be expressed by what is called the potential
of thermoelastic displacement 0 : M° = #,(• Thus, the following system of two
equations is obtained

(1.5) ft®, km+tt+n) *, *M—yT, i = e&i.

(1.6) |M«b*+(%)«*, iM ! sg«i .

Integrating (1.5) with respect to Xi, we obtain the following equation (see [1]),

(1.7)

where

and e is the density and C\ — the velocity of propagation of longitudinal waves.

[419]
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The temperature field should satisfy the heat conductivity equation:

(i.8) U\T=-QIX, n | = P2——h.

where % — XJCQ, Q = W/QC and X' is the coefficient of heat conduction, W —• the
quantity of heat produced per unit time and volume, and c — the specific heat.
The problem is considered to be non-coupled. The member proportional to the
dilatation rate EM is disregarded in the heat equation.

The particular integral <P is the solution of the problem for an infinite elastic
space. Knowing the function $, we determine the stresses a^ from Eqs. (1.1).

Bearing in mind that e^ = &jj, and making use of (1.7), we find

(1.9) crJ,= 2/i(0 lW — <3W0, *»)+£$,

For a bounded body the general integral u°t of (1.6) should be added to the particular
integral u\. Introducing three functions qui = 1, 2, 3 related with the displacements
u'i by the following relations (see [2]—[4]),

(1.10) u'i = KD2
2+aV2) dii-adidj] cp}, ij = 1, 2, 3, a = 4 ±

we obtain a system of three bi-wave equations

0-11) DJ 01^ = 0, 1-1,2,3, U\^V2-Kdh 4 = V
C

where c% is the velocity of propagation of a transversal wave.
The functions (pi can be considered to be B. G. Galerkin's displacement functions

generalized to dynamic problems.
In many cases (semi-space or elastic layer, for instance) a single function suffices

to determine the displacements u'i. Assuming that <p\ = 0, q>2 = 0, cp^, — q>, we
obtain

(1.12) u't = - adi di (p+du (n2
2+ay2) cp,

(1.13) «« = — adt d} d3 <p+$ (D2
2+ap2) (to dj+d)3 dt) q>,

and

(1.14) a'tj = (A U\ <3« — 2 (X+p) dtd}) d3q?+fi (5t3d,+ 6j3dt) ( D | + ay7)

The function cp satisfies the bi-wave equation

0-15) D J D ^ = O.

Eq. (1.15) may be replaced by the system of equations

0-16) •?»-<>, D^ 2 = 0, <p

If the body is bounded, it is convenient to determine the particular integral &
thus: Let us eliminate the function T from Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8). Then
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This equation can be transformed to the following form

(i.i8) ( • ? -n | )0 = --[(rjf)-)-(rj?)-1] 2.

Since

therefore

(1.19)

where the function S is an auxiliary function satisfying the equation

(1.20) D?5 = - e / * ,

it being assumed that the function S satisfies the same boundary conditions as the
function T. If Eq. (1.19) is subject to the Laplace transformation and assuming
that for t < 0 the body was in the natural unstressed state, we obtain

m(T—S) M f
(1.21) 0= (pjx-p2/c2} . 0=:j0e-Ptdt, etc.

o
Performing the inverse Laplace transformation, we obtain the function 0.

If the temperature varies harmonically in time, then, from Eq. (1.18), we obtain

(L22) ^fA
where the following symbols have been introduced

(1.23) & = ei
mt&, T=eitotU, S = eia>tV.

The method of determining the function 0, just described, has the advantage
of having 0 — 0 on the edge, owing to the fact that the same boundary conditions
are assumed for the functions U and V.

In many cases (a semi-space, a layer, a cubs) this condition is univocal with
vanishing of the normal stress.

The above procedure may also be applied to the problem of plane strain.
Assuming that the temperature, the displacements and the stress do not depend
on Xi, Eqs. (1.7), (1.8) and (1.11) remain valid, provided that the operator y1 is
replaced by \/\ = £>j+dj and i,j = 1, 2. For the displacements u\ we obtain the
relation

(1.24) u't = [ ( d t + a p f ) da — adi d}] cPh i,j = 1 , 2 .

Assuming that tp\ = 0, 933 = 95, we obtain

(1.25) u'i= — adtd2(p-\-di2(n
2
2+apl)<p,

(1.26) e'(} = — adt d} d2 <p+i [da d]+dj2 dt]

(1.27) a\j =
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The above method for solving dynamic non-coupled problems of thermo-
elasticity enables to pass directly to quasi-statical problems.

The particular integral 0 will be obtained from the Poisson's equation

(1.28) p2 0«=m7i

where T should satisfy Eq. (1.8). ••
The functions (pi i = 1, 2, 3 should satisfy the following B. G. Galerkin's

biharmonic equation

(1.29) p4 (pi = 0.

The stresses a^ connected with the potential of thermoelastic displacement are
given by the equations

(1.30) a\ t = 2n (0, t, - da V1 #)> *>/ - li 2, 3,

and the displacements u\ are connected with the functions (pi by the following
relations

(1.31) u'i = [(1 +f l) d{j r/2 — adi dj] cpu ij - 1 , 2 .

2. Examples. A heat source acting in the infinite space. A heated elastic layer

In the problem of the infinite space the knowledge of the function 0 suffices
to obtain the stresses. It may be found in the simplest way from (1.21) for arbitrary
time process or from (1.22) for a temperature field varying harmonically in time.

Let us consider the case of instantaneous concentrated heat source acting at
the origin.

Let

(2.1) Q (xr, t) = Qod (xr) 6 (0, 6 (xr) = <5 fa) 8 (x2) d (Xi).

The resulting temperature field is

Performing the Laplace transformation on the Eq. (2.2), we obtain

(2.3) f

Bearing in mind the analogy between (1.8) and (1.20), we obtain

(2.4) ?&

Inserting (2.3) and (2.4) into (1.21), we find

(2.5) . ( ? • Of1 (r-rfii" - €-**).

Thus the function <Z> has been obtained in another way than in [1]. The inverse
Laplace transformation can easily be done [1], [5].
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If a concentrated heat source varying harmonically in time acts at the origin
Q (xr, t) = eiat go 8 (Xr), then, from (1.22), we obtain

(2.6) 0 = e « <P = ^ " L

From the comparison between the equations for the function U and V

(2.7)

and the equations for T and S in the case of an instantaneous heat source

(2.8) (V2

it follows that for the determination of the function 0 use can be made of (2.5),
by replacing p with im.

Let the heat source vary harmonically in time and also harmonically along the
lines x\ and x2-

(2.9) Q (xr, 0 = 2o eimt <5 (^3) ei(an^i + 0m*a>

an = — , Pm = -j-, n, in = 0, + 1, + 2,. . . , .
a 0

A solution of the equation

(2.10) (p 2 — iff) U == — — a (x3) e*<B»*i +"ma!2) ,

is the function

(2.11) J7 = % i l ^ f i ei(On•, -,- z,,,,^) s ^ ) jm = ^ 2 + ^
IX Vnm

Replacing ir\ by —k\ in (2.11), we obtain the function

(2.12) V = %°

Substituting (2.11) and (2.12) into (1.22), we find

(2.13) $

The stresses will be found from (1.9).
Let the heat source vary harmonically in t and x3

nxc
(2.14) Q (xr, t) = Qod fa) 8 (x2) et W+vn«3), Yn=—,

' n = 0, ± 1, ± 2,... .
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A solution of the equation

(2.15) (v2 - in) U = — — e^i S (Xi) d (x2),

is the function

(2.16) U = - ^ eK*i Ab (r j /

where Ko (z) is a modified Bessel function of the third kind and zero order. Bearing
in mind (2.16), we obtain the following expression for the function V.

(2.17) V= ^&«*3 K0(/• \'yi-k^.

Thus, in agreement with (1.22), we have

(2.18) <P = e<»«t>

Let us consider finally an elastic layer of thickness 2h heated on the bounding
surfaces x3 = ± h, according to the equation:

71 = 00 171=00

(2.iy; v (xi, x2, ± n, t) — ew j ^ ^/j J « » e " ' '" 2 >
»=—oo m=—oo

n a ' Z>

The solution of the equation (\72 — irj) U—0 has the form
» = 00 Ml = OO

(2.20) U= 2" 2 r"
n=—oo m=~oo

The temperature T is an even function in the ^-direction. The function V being
obtained from U by changing ir\ into — k\, therefore

M=.oo 4
Ch

We find easily that for .v3 = ± h we have $ = 0, therefore the stresse s cr°3

are also zero in planes bounding the layer. Since the stresses CT̂ 3 and ff°3 do not
vanish in the planes JC3 = ± h, we should make use of the general solution of
Eq. (1.4) and choose the constants appearing there in such a manner that the free
surface conditions be satisfied in the planes x3 = + h.

Choosing a single function cpi, that is <p3 = <pi, and denoting (p = %i+^2» we
must satisfy the equation

(2.22) D j Z i - O , D1Z2 = O.
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Introducing the symbols (p = eimt(j>, %i — eiat%i, i — 1, 2, we must solve the
following system of two equations

Let us assume the solution of these equations in the form

(2.23)
—oo m=~-o

=—oo m=—co

The functions ^i and %2 have been assumed to be odd in relation to the plane
Xi = 0 because the stress c'33 should be even which is a consequence of the form
of the expression (1.14) for stress 033- The following boundary conditions should
be satisfied in the plane X3 = h.

(2.24) i's = 0,

or
- 2

[ - 2

[—2

9

= 0.

The second and third boundary conditions (2.25) lead to the same relation between
the functions anm and bum-

Making use of these boundary conditions, we obtain the following system of
equations from which we can determine the constants anm and bnm.

(2.26)
\ &nm ch tf,» A

jfc|—

— Anm)~ ke2
nm] sh enm

A _

The knowledge of anTO and bnm enables us to find 95.
Knowing 0 and cp, the stress can be found from (1.9) and (1.27). The final values

of stresses are obtained by superposition, aij — al
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